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This thesis considers the asymmetric effect of basis on hedging in Chi-
nese metal market. The dynamic condit ional correlation bivariate 
G A R C H (BGARCH-DCC) framework is ut i l ized to model the jo int 
dynamics of the spot and futures returns. Based on this framework, 
we implement the idea, which considers the asymmetric effect of basis 
on hedging activit ies under the work of Lien and Yang (2008b), on 
the DCC model of Engle (2002). We have also proposed two modified 
models on this framework by adding the basis mat r ix as exogenous 
variables to account for the potential symmetric and asymmetric ef-
fect of basis on hedging, i.e., the symmetric B G A R C H - D C C model and 
the asymmetric B G A R C H - D C C model. As evidenced by the estima-
t ion results of the asymmetric B G A R C H - D C C model, the basis indeed 
has asymmetric effects on both the t ime-varying condit ional volat i l i ty 
and the dynamic condit ional correlation between the spot and futures 
market. 
Af ter observing the asymmetric effect of basis on the market be-
havior, we further investigate the impact of basis on futures hedging 
strategies. Besides the commonly accepted min imum variance (MV) 
hedge ratio, a mean-risk hedge ratio on the concept of Value-at-Risk 
(VaR) is employed to investigate the performances of the different mod-
els. The zero-VaR hedge ratio based on the downside risk is suitable 
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for a hedger who cares about downside-only risk, whereas the M V 
hedge ratio considers the two-sided deviation from the mean of the 
hedged portfol io to be equally undesirable. Based on the B G A R C H -
DCC framework which captures the t ime-varying correlation, we have 
also extended the zero-VaR ratio recently derived f rom the constant 
correlation assumption to the dynamic condit ional correlation model. 
The importance of basis effect on futures hedging has been demon-
strated by the t ime-varying M V hedge rat io in many studies. Hence, 
this thesis il lustrates the robustness of the asymmetric effect of basis 
on the t ime-varying zero-VaR hedge ratio. Moreover, we also compare 
the zero-VaR hedge ratio w i th the M V hedge rat io in terms of the 
hedge effectiveness, and conclude that the zero-VaR rat io has several 
advantages over the M V hedge ratio. In the within-sample and out-of-
sample analysis, the results strongly demonstrate that the asymmetric 
effect of basis must be regarded as an important factor in the hedging 
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In this chapter, we provide a brief background on the 
thesis, and outl ine its structure. 
A n investor who anticipates a need for a certain commodity in the 
future or plans to acquire a certain commodity later w i l l be exposed to 
a wide range of risks associated w i t h price fluctuations in the spot mar-
ket. Hence, most of the investors enter the futures market as hedgers to 
reduce those risks by holding the opposite posit ion of spot and futures 
simultaneously to form a hedged portfol io. The hedge ratio, which is 
defined as the number of futures contracts required for a uni t of spot 
long position to construct a hedged portfol io, heavily depends on the 
interdependence of the spot and futures markets. In simple language, 
the hedge ratio is the number of futures contracts needed to minimize 
the exposure of a unit wor th of posit ion in the spot market. Appropr i -
ate methodologies to capture the jo int dynamics of the spot and futures 
market, and then to find the opt imal hedge ratios which achieve spec-
ified investment objectives are therefore crucial for investors, who are 
involved in a financial market by trading in the futures market. 
Because the opt imal hedge ratio strongly relies on the market volati l-
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ities of the spot and futures markets, and the co-movement or the corre-
lat ion between the two markets, i t is well recognized that the dynamic 
evolution of the pairwise correlations between the spot and futures 
markets is often crucially important for efficient hedging decisions. In 
l ight of the recent development in econometrics, Engle (2002) and Tse 
and Tsui (2002) propose a generalization of the constant correlation 
model by making the condit ional correlation mat r ix time-dependent. 
The idea of dynamic condit ional correlation (DCC) by Engle (2002) 
is employed in this thesis to model the co-movement of the spot and fu-
tures markets, and then i t is used to estimate the opt imal hedge ratio. 
The well-known DCC model describes the current correlation between 
the random variables as a funct ion of past realizations of their volat i l i -
ties as well as their internal correlations. Engle's (2002) dynamic con-
di t ional correlation estimator has the flexibility of univariate G A R C H 
but not so complicated as the conventional mult ivar iate GARCH. In 
order to estimate the dynamic condit ional correlation model, Engle 
(2002) proposes a two-step approach, in which the parameters in the 
condit ional variance equations are estimated in the first step, and then 
the estimators are transferred into the second step to finish the coeffi-
cient estimation in the condit ional correlation part. The opt imizat ion 
objective for the second step is a function of the parameters which have 
been estimated in the first step, so if the first step is consistent, the 
consistency of the second step wi l l be guaranteed under the reason-
able regularly conditions. The two-step estimation approach readily 
lends itself to programming implementation, therefore, we adopt En-
gle's DCC model to capture the dynamics of condit ional variances and 
correlation of the spot and futures market simultaneously. 
Though Tse and Tsui (2002) have also proposed a dynamic con-
dit ional correlation mult ivariate G A R C H model, the authors estimate 
all of the parameters in both the conditional variances and correla-
t ion parts in one step, no attempt in separation of the estimation for 
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univariate G A R C H processes and dynamic correlation estimator (Lee, 
Chiou and Lin, 2006; Bauwens, Laurent and Rombouts, 2006). One 
disadvantage of the DCC model by Tse and Tsui is that i t is not 
appropriate for high dimensional t ime series, therefore, more observa-
tions than the number of assets are needed to overcome the problem 
and ensure the positive definiteness of the correlation matr ix . An-
other drawback mentioned by Tse and Tsui is the restrictive condit ion 
on the scalar parameters involved in the condit ional correlation part , 
which could face some problems in the opt imizat ion procedures of the 
l ikelihood function. In order to get around this diff iculty, they have 
proposed a transformation on the parameters. 
Apar t from adopting the conventional DCC framework by Engle to 
characterize the dynamics of condit ional variances and correlation of 
the spot and futures markets simultaneously, we implement the idea 
presented in Lien and Yang (2008b), that the asymmetric effect of basis 
has significant impact on the hedging issues, to the DCC model pro-
posed by Engle. The basis is defined as the difference of the spot price 
and the futures price at a specific t ime. To investigate the asymmetric 
effect of basis on the hedging activities, we modify the DCC model 
by adding a specific basis matr ix as exogenous variables. I n addit ion 
to the hedging strategy constructed from the B G A R C H - D C C model, 
two modified specifications are proposed in the thesis to account for 
the impacts of basis between the spot and futures prices on the mar-
ket volat i l i ty and co-movements, and the modified specifications also 
model the condit ional mean returns, i.e., the symmetric BGARCH-
DCC model and the asymmetric BGARCH-DCC model. 
Grounded in the BGARCH-DCC framework, the advantages of the 
two modifications can be articulated in following words. On one hand, 
we can directly observe the significance of basis effect on the market 
volat i l i ty and co-movements from the coefficients in front of the basis 
matr ix, either the symmetric or the asymmetric effect displayed. On 
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the other hand, our modifications have the flexibility to derive the ex-
pl ic i t expression of the time-dependent correlation, and yet retain the 
linear relationship between the t ime-varying correlation mat r ix and 
the addit ive form of basis matr ix . The B G A R C H - D C C approach en-
ables us to understand the long-run dependence between the spot and 
futures market not only in condit ional mean returns, but also in t ime-
varying volat i l i ty and correlation. Empir ical results suggest that the 
basis has asymmetric effect on the market behavior. I n other words, as 
shown by the results of the asymmetric B G A R C H - D C C model, both 
the spot and futures market behave differently w i t h the positive basis 
in contrast to the negative basis. Moreover, incorporat ing the basis 
as exogenous variables in the B G A R C H - D C C models is very impor-
tant in evaluating potent ial determinants of t ime-varying condit ional 
correlation between the spot and futures returns and this direction is 
suggested by Hafner and Franses (2003) and Dark (2007). 
As mentioned previously, the estimation of t ime-varying opt imal 
hedge ratios using the condit ional variances and correlation of the spot 
and futures returns is facil i tated by the B G A R C H - D C C framework. 
Based on the evidence of jo int dynamics of the spot and futures re-
turns modeled by the above mentioned DCC specifications, we are able 
to calculate the t ime-varying opt imal hedge ratios. Different from the 
extensively uti l ized min imum variance ( M V ) hedge ratio (Baill ie and 
Myers, 1991; Lien and Yang, 2006; 2008b; Sultan and Hasan, 2008), 
which considers the two-sided deviations from the mean of the hedged 
portfol io to be equally undesirable, a completely different framework 
aiming to minimize the downside risk of the hedged portfol io is applied 
in the thesis. The Value-at-Risk (VaR) is a measure of market risk of 
the portfol io, and is a widely adopted tool to manage the market risk, 
as i t reflects the downside risk of a given portfol io or investment. Ac-
cording to the concept of Value-at-Risk (VaR), a mean-risk hedge ratio 
has been derived recently, the so-called zero-VaR hedge ratio (Hung, 
Chiu and Lee, 2006; Lee and Hung, 2007). The zero-VaR hedge cri-
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terion only regards the shortfal l of the hedged port fol io re turn as the 
risk. Therefore, for hedgers who are concerned more w i t h the loss than 
w i th the gain, the M V hedging strategy is not suitable. Moreover, the 
zero-VaR hedge ratio takes the risk preference of hedge into account. 
Different hedgers are able to choose different opt imal hedge ratios, de-
pending on their own risk aversion att i tudes; even for the same hedger, 
he or she has the f lexibi l i ty to adjust his risk preference under different 
investment environment. To some extent, those arguments imply that 
the zero-VaR hedge ratio is more plausible than the M V hedge ratio. 
The dynamic condit ional correlation of the spot and futures returns 
obtained under the B G A R C H - D C C framework enables an extension of 
the zero-VaR hedging strategy by Hung, Chiu and Lee (2006), which 
is based on the constant correlation assumption, to allow for the t ime-
varying correlation. In our research, we propose to use the zero-VaR 
hedge ratio in the Chinese metal market, and then we compare i t w i t h 
the M V hedge ratio in terms of hedging performances through the 
within-sample and out-of-sample analysis for all of the three different 
models. The results show that the asymmetric effect of basis plays an 
important role in observing the market behaviors, thus is cr i t ical for 
choosing the hedging strategies. 
Another main novelty of the thesis is the implementat ion of zero-
VaR hedging strategy to the Chinese metal market. To our best of 
knowledge, none has applied the zero-VaR hedge to shed l ight on the 
hedging activities in China. This thesis attempts to fill in the gap. Im-
plementing the zero-VaR hedging strategy to the Chinese metal mar-
ket, we extend the results of Lien and Yang (2008b) by including the 
comparison between the M V hedge ratio and the zero-VaR hedge ra-
tio in terms of the hedge effectiveness. The importance of basis on 
futures hedging strategy has been demonstrated by the t ime-varying 
M V hedge ratio in many research studies. Thus, our research attempts 
to i l lustrate the robustness of basis effect on the t ime-varying opt imal 
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zero-VaR hedge ratio. The zero-VaR hedge rat io also suggests that 
the asymmetric effects of basis have significant impact on the spot and 
futures returns under different risk att i tudes of the hedgers. The em-
pir ical results i l lustrate the robustness of incorporat ing the asymmetric 
effect of basis on hedging issues in Chinese metal market. 
Bo th researchers and practit ioners have shown great interest in the 
issue of hedging w i t h futures in many financial markets, however, there 
are only a few studies on the Asian markets (Kuper and Lestano, 2007). 
W i t h the continued growth of economy in mainland China, i t is clear 
that the Chinese futures market is gradually growing into an impor-
tant player in the global financial market. We therefore believe that 
studies on the hedging issues in the Chinese futures market are highly 
called for, i.e., the opt imal t ime-varying hedge ratios between the spot 
and futures market. 
As economic growth continues at an unprecedented pace, the Chi-
nese futures market, especially the copper and aluminum futures con-
tracts traded in China, is at t ract ing the interest of domestic and over-
seas investors and users. The copper and aluminum futures contracts 
have been traded in China since 1991. On January 1, 1999, a new 
government regulation prescribed that both the copper and aluminum 
futures contracts could only be traded at Shanghai Futures Exchange 
(SHFE). Despite the fact that excessive speculation prevails in Chinese 
futures markets, both the copper and aluminum futures markets are 
believed to be functioning effectively after the development in decades, 
which is evidenced by a lot of empirical research on the two markets. 
Frequent t rading activities from producers and industr ial consumers 
keep the futures prices in alignment w i th the spot prices, which results 
in a smaller basis risk and an excellent hedging opportunity. Over the 
years of development, the Chinese copper and aluminum futures mar-
kets have become more efficient, well controlled, and are capable to 
offer investors facilities to hedge their market risks. In order to protect 
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themselves from the risk of price fluctuations in the spot market, pro-
ducers and users of copper and aluminum have the opt ion of hedging 
by contracting in the futures market. 
The thesis has three key contributions. First, two extensions of the 
DCC model by Engle are proposed by incorporat ing the specific ba-
sis matr ix as exogenous variables in the evolution of the t ime-varying 
correlation, i.e., the symmetric B G A R C H - D C C model and the asym-
metric B G A R C H - D C C model. Under the B G A R C H - D C C framework, 
the asymmetric effect of basis on the spot and futures market behav-
iors is demonstrated in Chinese metal market. Second, we extend 
the t ime-varying zero-VaR hedging strategy from the constant corre-
lat ion assumption to the dynamic condit ional correlation. Th i rd , by 
implementing both the zero-VaR hedging strategy and the M V hedging 
strategy into the Chinese metal market, the robustness of the asym-
metric effect of basis on the futures hedging in Chinese metal market 
is evidently displayed. 
The reminder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews 
the l i terature related to hedging strategy and mult ivar iate G A R C H 
( M V G A R C H ) specification and DCC models used here. Chapter 3 
conducts statistical tests for the efficiency of Chinese futures market. 
Chapter 4 discusses the different model specifications used to test the 
potential asymmetric effect of basis on the t ime-varying condit ional 
variances and correlation of the spot and futures market, in addit ion, 
the M V hedge ratio and zero-VaR hedge ratio are introduced here. 
Chapter 5 provides the empirical estimation results based on differ-
ent models introduced in Chapter 4 using the data f rom the copper 
and aluminum spot and futures market in China, and presents the 
effectiveness evaluation on different dynamic hedging strategies. The 
conclusions of the thesis are presented in Chapter 6. 
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This chapter reviews the l i terature related to hedging 
strategies, mult ivariate G A R C H specifications and DCC 
models in this cirGcl. 
2.1 Hedge Ratio Review 
In a financial market, one of the major functions of derivative in-
struments is to hedge risk. Most of the studies on the topic related to 
hedge ratio deal w i th either the quanti tat ive derivation of the opt imal 
hedge ratio from different objective functions, or the empirical esti-
mation of the opt imal hedge ratio. The different opt imal hedge ratios 
can be derived based on different objective functions. Some objective 
functions involve the minimizat ion of the hedged portfol io return vari-
ance, whereas others concentrate on the maximizat ion of the expected 
uti l i ty. A t the theoretical level, an opt imal hedging strategy is tradi-
t ionally based on the expected-uti l i ty maximizat ion framework. The 
minimum-variance criterion is a simplif ication of this framework. Al -
though this concept is quite well accepted, alternative approaches have 
been sought. Detailed l i terature review about recent development in 
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futures hedging is provided by Lien and Tse (2002) and Chen et. al 
(2003). 
Under the mean-variance framework, a long-standing t rad i t ion in 
the finance l i terature treats the risk in a two-sided notion. I t regards 
the positive and negative deviation f rom the expected return as equally 
undesirable. Tradit ional ly, the standard deviations or variances of the 
hedged port fol io are employed to measure risk. Based on this risk 
measurement outcome, the min imum variance ( M V ) hedging strategy 
is then derived and widely used in l i terature (Johnson, 1960; Stein, 
1961; and Ederington, 1979). Because the not ion of minimiz ing the 
variance of the hedged portfol io is well acknowledged, the M V hedg-
ing strategy is the most commonly adopted in current research studies 
(Ku, Chen and Chen 2007; Lien and Yang, 2006; 2008a; Sultan and 
Hasan, 2008). 
A survey by Adams and Montesi (1995) indicates that some in-
vestors are more concerned w i t h variabi l i ty in losses but not so much 
w i t h that in gains, which is the so-called downside risk. This f inding 
is consistent w i t h the study by Mao (1970). The standpoint of the 
asymmetric downside risk is a contrast to that of the symmetric two-
sided risk. Lee and Rao (1988) denominate the variabi l i ty of losses 
as "downside risk" and the one in gains as "upside potent ial" . Whi le 
adopting derivative instruments such as futures contracts to hedge the 
market risk of the spot positions, we wish to maintain the upside po-
tent ial and t r y to avoid the downside losses as much as possible. Also, 
Petty and Scott (1981) find that many Fortune 500 firms identify the 
risk as the probabi l i ty of fall ing below a target return, which is defined 
as the downside risk. Adopt ing this point of view, if a derivative in-
strument is to reduce the risk, i t should result in a smaller downside 
risk instead of a smaller standard deviation or variance of the hedged 
portfol io. Benartzi and Thaler (1995) argue that some individuals are 
more sensitive to the reductions in their levels of wealth than to the in-
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creases, based on the psychology of decision making. Under the not ion 
of loss aversion, the risk may be measured more appropriately in an 
asymmetric way. More important ly, different individuals have diverse 
risk aversion att i tudes towards their dist inct portfol io management. 
Hence, a reasonable hedging strategy reflecting the downside risk and 
diverse risk aversion att i tudes as concerns is desirable. Recently, other 
objective functions that are based on the lower part ia l moment ( LPM) 
have also been considered. 
The Fishburn risk measure (Fishburn, 1977) or the so-called lower 
part ial moment 1 ( LPM) (Bawa, 1975; 1978) is an appropriate measure 
of the downside risk. For the lower part ial moment measurement, risk 
is measured by a probabi l i ty weighted power funct ion of the shortfalls 
from a specific target return. The power applied in the formula is 
named as the “order” of the lower part ia l moment. The lower part ia l 
moment is characterized by two parameters: the order and the target 
return. A larger order corresponds to a greater risk aversion towards 
large losses. Eftekhari (1998) argues that the L P M hedge ratios are 
effective in reducing downside risk and increasing returns. Lien and 
Tse (1998) claim that for negative (positive) target returns, the L P M 
hedge ratios are generally smaller (larger) than the M V hedge ratios 
and the difference increases (decreases) w i th increasing order. Lien 
and Tse (2000) provide two alternative methods for the estimation 
of the opt imal hedge ratio that minimizes the lower part ial moment; 
one relies upon the empirical d istr ibut ion function and the other upon 
the nonparametric kernel density function. Their results are also com-
1 Consider ail individual with a given portfolio that generates a random return R. If F(-) denotes 
the distribution function of R, the n th order lower partial moment of R (n is a, norinegative integer) 
is defined as follows: 
LPMn{c- F) - / (c- r)
ndF{r) 
J — oc 
where c is the target rate of return. Thus, only returns of an amount lower than c contribute to 
the integral, which is regarded as the relevant risk measure. Note that this measure is the same as 
Fishburn's risk measure, which allows n to be a, non-integer positive number. The parameter n is 
supposed to reflect the decision maker's attitude toward large losses. 
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pared against the M V hedging strategy. Moreover, the effect of loss 
aversion on the opt imal futures hedging strategies is analyzed by Lien 
(2001). I n addi t ion, Lien and Tse (2002) consider a hedging strategy 
tha t minimizes the lower par t ia l moment and find that a conventional 
M V hedging strategy is inappropriate if a hedger only cares about 
downside risk. However, a shortcoming of the L P M hedge rat io is tha t 
the expl ici t expression of i t cannot be derived out. 
I n the past few years, the Value-at-Risk (VaR) approach is widely 
used to characterize downside risk and becomes an essential and com-
monly accepted too l in the area of risk management by many insti-
tu t ions due to i ts conceptual s impl ic i ty (Jorion，2000). The VaR is 
defined as a threshold value such that the probabi l i ty that the mark-
to-market loss on the port fo l io over the given t ime horizon exceeds this 
value is the given probabi l i ty level. The widespread use of the VaR 
based risk management by financial inst i tut ions stems f rom the fact 
tha t the VaR is an easily interpretable summary measure of risk, and 
also a tool to manage arid control risk for decision makers. The VaR 
concept has been broadly identif ied as a quant i tat ive tool w i t h the goal 
of evaluating the possible loss for a financial company. Specifically, it 
describes the possible port fol io loss that may occur over a given t ime 
period, at a specific confidence level, due to exposure to market risk. 
I t is generally accepted that different hedgers may have diversified risk 
att i tudes reflected in confidence levels. For example, a higher confi-
dence level w i l l be offered to increase the amount of possible loss faced 
by a more conservative hedger. Put i t in another way, a higher confi-
dence level stands for the risk at t i tude of highly risk-averse investors 
who treat the risk reduction as their chief consideration. In fact, w i t h a 
sufficiently large negative target return, the zero-order L P M is similar 
to the VaR concept (Lien, 2001). From the hedgers' point of view, an 
adequate VaR model should indicate how the positions of the hedged 
port fol io should be sized for the best protect ion against downside risk. 
Recently, Hung, Chiu and Lee (2006) derive a new mean-risk hedge ra-
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t io from the concept of VaR named as the zero-VaR hedge ratio. The 
proposed zero-VaR hedge rat io has analyt ical solution and i t converges 
to the M V hedge ratio under certain conditions. 
2.2 Estimating the Hedge Ratio 
At the empirical level, research work on futures hedging has bene-
fited from the recent development in the econometrics l i terature. Many 
studies have been done on improving the estimation of the opt imal 
hedge ratios based on the statistical properties of f inancial t ime series. 
Due to the development in econometrics, many different techniques 
are currently being applied in empirical studies on the computat ion of 
opt imal hedge ratio, ranging from simple to complex ones. 
2.2.1 Static Hedge Ratio 
Conventional hedging approach adopts the constant one-to-one hedge 
ratio over t ime, which is the so-called naive hedge. In this approach, 
hedgers wi l l short futures contract equal to the amount of spot long po-
sition to compensate for the unfavorable price fluctuations in the spot 
market, under the assumption of perfectly positively correlated price 
changes between spot and futures market. Unfortunately, in practice, 
due to the basis risks of hedged portfolios resulting from the imperfect 
price co-movement in the spot and futures market, the naive model 
cannot minimize the market risk exposure effectively. 
Tradit ionally, apart from the naive one-to-one model, the ordinary 
least squares2 (OLS) regression of the spot return on futures return 
2To estimate the MV hedge ratio, a, conventional method involves estimating the following linear 
regression model: 
Rs,t = » + (3Rfit + et 
where Rs,t and Rf)t denote the spot and futures returns for period t, respectively. The OLS 
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is used to estimate the constant M V hedge ratio, w i t h the slope co-
efficient being the hedge rat io (Ederington, 1979; Anderson and Dan-
thine, 1980). The 〇LS procedure has the advantage of simplici ty but 
i t does not take into account the heteroscedastic nature of the error 
terms and the cointegration relationship between the spot and futures 
prices (Fama and French, 1987; Castelino, 1992; Viswanath, 1993). 
L ien (1996; 2005) argue that the estimate of the constant M V hedge 
rat io wi l l be smaller i f the cointegration relationship is not taken into 
account. I n the cointegration l i terature, Engle and Granger (1987) pro-
pose the error correction model (ECM), as a consequence, the E C M is 
used to estimate the constant hedge rat io at times (Chou, Denis and 
Lee, 1996; Ghosh, 1993; Lien and Luo, 1993). 
2.2.2 Dynamic Hedge Ratio, Multivariate G A R C H Frame-
work and D C C Model 
The above naive hedge ratio, OLS procedure and E C M method 
assume that the hedge rat io is constant over time. Recent empiri-
cal works strongly support that the t ime-varying volat i l i ty prevails in 
many economic and financial t ime series. As the time-dependent hedge 
rat io is closely contingent on the conditional moments of the spot and 
futures returns, when the condit ional moments vary over t ime so does 
the hedge ratio. Given the t ime-varying nature of the covariance in 
many financial markets, the classical assumption of the time-invariant 
opt imal hedge ratio thus appears inappropriate in practice (Lee, 1999). 
In this sense, the t ime-varying opt imal hedge ratio becomes the main-
stream for academicians and practitioners. 
The emergence of the study by Engle (1982) has extended the tra-
di t ional t ime series tools such as autoregressive moving average for 
the mean returns to essentially analogous models for the variance 
estimator of /3 provides an estimate for the constant MV hedge ratio, because it is just equal to the 
ratio of the covariance between spot arid futures returns over the variance of the futures returns. 
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of the returns. Since then, the univariate autoregressive condit ional 
heteroscedasticity (ARCH) and generalized autoregressive condit ional 
heteroscedasticity (GARCH) models become the common tools to de-
scribe and forecast changes in volat i l i ty of financial t ime series. Various 
surveys of A R C H modeling and its widespread application to f inancial 
t ime series can be found (Bollerslev, Chou, and Kroner, 1992; Bera 
and Higgins, 1993; Bollerslev, Engle, and Nelson, 1994; Pagan, 1996). 
The univariate G A R C H model meets the cr i t ic ism of heteroscedastic-
i ty in error terms of the OLS model but st i l l retains the shortfal l of 
t ime invariant hedge ratios. Recognizing that the mult ivar iate G A R C H 
models are more potent ial ly useful than the univariate G A R C H model 
w i th regard to the parametr izat ion of condit ional cross-moments, the 
univariate G A R C H model has recently been extended to the mul t i -
variate G A R C H ( M V G A R C H ) model. The significant difference be-
tween the univariate and mult ivariate G A R C H specification is that 
the former only utilizes one market's information, whereas the later 
employs the information of mult i-markets. Therefore, the estimate of 
the univariate G A R C H model may not be as precise as that of the 
mult ivariate G A R C H model. Since the mult ivariate G A R C H model is 
popular in the l i terature that attempts to capture the volati l i t ies, the 
bivariate G A R C H models are widely adopted to examine the behavior 
of the spot and futures market, and then analyze the dynamic hedging 
strategies (Baill ie and Myers, 1991; Myers, 1991; Lien and Luo, 1994; 
Pirrong, 1997). 
As previously mentioned, there are several different types of M V -
G A R C H models proposed in the l i terature. They differ f rom each 
other for the distinct specifications of condit ional variance matr ix of 
mult ivariate t ime series. A diagonal representation of the variance-
covariance matr ix proposed by Bollerslev, Engle, and Wooldridge (1998) 
depends on one's own past squared errors and covariances on one's 
own past cross-products of errors. But , wi thout imposing restrictions 
on the parameters, i t is diff icult to guarantee the positiveness of con-
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di t ional variance-covariance mat r i x in the diagonal representation. To 
overcome this difficulty，Engle and Kroner (1995) suggest the so-called 
B E K K specification, named after Baba, Engle, K ra f t , and Kroner. 
The problem of est imat ing a diagonal representation or even a B E K K 
model comes f rom the large number of unknown parameters, even af-
ter imposing several parameter restrictions. Due to the in t ractabi l i ty 
of parameter est imation, i t is not surprising that these M V G A R C H 
models are rarely used for more than three or four t ime series. 
Current ly, the M V G A R C H model utilizes condit ional correlations 
instead of condit ional variance-covariance mat r i x as previously men-
t ioned to describe the mult ivar iate t ime series. More specifically, the 
condit ional variance mat r i x for condit ional correlation is specified in 
the fol lowing hierarchical steps. In the first step, we choose a model 
for each condit ional variances, for instance, a conventional G A R C H 
model. I n the second step, we model the the condit ional correlation 
mat r i x based on the condit ional variances specified in the first step. 
Similar to the condit ional variance matr ix , the condit ional correlation 
mat r i x also has to be positive definite at each opt imizat ion procedure 
in t ime. Generally speaking, the condit ional correlation models have 
the flexibility of univariate G A R C H models for the condit ional vari-
ances. 
For the ut i l izat ion of condit ional correlations in the M V G A R C H , 
a type of M V G A R C H models proposed by Bollerslev (1990) assumes 
that the condit ional correlations are constant, and thus the condit ional 
covariances are the product of the corresponding condit ional standard 
deviations and the constant correlation. This assumption easily guar-
antees the positiveness of the covariance mat r ix but sacrifices the t ime-
varying property of condit ional correlation. Accordingly, several stud-
ies (Longin and Solnik, 1995; Tse, 2000; Engle and Sheppard, 2001) 
criticize the constant condit ional correlation assumption of Bollerslev's 
(1990) model may seem unrealistic in many empirical applications, and 
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show that correlations in reality are not constant over t ime. Adopt ing 
their arguments, Engle (2002) and Tse and Tsui (2002) come up w i t h 
a generalization of Bollerslev's (1990) constant condit ional correlation 
(CCC) model by allowing the t ime-varying condit ional correlation ma-
t r ix . This type of specification is the well-known dynamic condit ional 
correlation (DCC) model. 
The DCC specification obtains several advantages over the CCC 
one in practical implementation. First, i t takes the s imi lar i ty of the 
G A R C H form specification to model the condit ional correlation ma-
t r ix . Second, the model guarantees the positive definiteness of the 
time-dependent condit ional correlation mat r ix for each point in t ime. 
Moreover, the number of parameters to be estimated in the model 
grows linearly and therefore the model is relatively parsimonious. Those 
advantages have served to make the DCC specification become increas-
ingly popular in financial empirical research. I t is found that extending 
the CCC model to allow for t ime-varying correlations provides some in-
teresting empirical results. The estimated condit ional correlation path 
provides a t ime history that would be lost in a constant correlation 
model. Needless to say, the adoption of DCC specification in the com-
putat ion of t ime-varying hedge rat io is reasonable in practice. 
Understanding that the long-run and short-run relationships be-
tween the spot and futures markets are of great importance for hedg-
ing act ivi ty and portfol io management, in this thesis, we implement an 
error-correction model to estimate the mean returns, and combine the 
bivariate G A R C H specification and Engle,s DCC model to investigate 
the second moment of spot and futures returns simultaneously. This 
combination of model specification enables us to understand the inter-
dependence between the spot and futures Chinese metal markets not 
only in the mean returns, but also in t ime-varying volat i l i ty and corre-
lation. Moreover, our work stands as the first to modi fy Engle's DCC 
to observe the potential asymmetric effect of basis on the t ime-varying 
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volat i l i ty and correlation of spot and futures market. Furthermore, be-
fore the models are implemented into the data, we apply a quanti tat ive 
approach to test the efficiency of Chinese futures market. Specifically, 
we conduct the futures market efficiency test to examine the long-run 
equi l ibr ium relationship between the spot price and the futures price, 
and also the efficiency of futures market as a predictor of spot market 
by using the data extracted f rom Chinese futures market. 
• End of chapter. 
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Chapter 3 
Futures Market Efficiency 
Summary 
The statistical tests for the efficiency of Chinese futures 
market are conducted in this chapter. 
Hypothesis regarding efficient futures market is important for un-
derstanding opt imal decision making in terms of hedging. The Efficient 
Market Hypothesis (EMH) postulates that the market price of an as-
set reflects all known information so that there is no oppor tuni ty for 
traders to profit f rom publ icly available informat ion (Fama, 1970; Lai 
and Lai, 1991). For empirical testing, three forms of testing market 
efficiency need to be distinguished: weak form test, semi-strong form 
test and strong form test. Tests of weak form efficiency simply rely on 
information embodied in historical prices. Tests for semi-strong form 
efficiency typical ly use the publicly available prices and market infor-
mation, whereas tests for strong form efficiency are based on all of the 
current relevant information including insider information. Due to the 
diff iculty of conducting the strong and semi-strong tests empirically, 
most of the studies so far have focused on the weak-form tests. 
The market efficiency test is important for the hedgers who is hedg-
ing their risk using the futures contracts. From the hedgers' point of 
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view, an efficient market provides an unbiased forecast of spot prices 
in the future, al lowing the hedgers to manage their hedging risks effec-
tively. In other words, the efficient futures market can provide effective 
signals for the spot market price in future, thus offers the hedgers w i t h 
the informat ion to adjust their hedge ratios. Moreover, for an effi-
ciency market, a long-run equi l ibr ium relationship exists between the 
spot and futures prices. I t is also crucial for making financial decisions 
about the opt imal allocation of portfolios of assets. A l though China's 
successful economic reform has attracted international attent ion from 
economists and practit ioners, studies on efficiency of Chinese metal 
market are rare (Wang and Ke, 2005; X in , Chen and F i r th , 2006). 
Prior to analyzing the hedging strategies, we conduct the market effi-
ciency test for Chinese futures market. 
3.1 Market Efficiency and Cointegration Test 
Engle and Granger (1987) provide a technique for testing market 
efficiency by the development of cointegration theory. The concept of 
cointegration relates to a long-run relationship between two or more fi-
nancial t ime series which may move in quite different ways in the short 
term. The idea reflects the fact that long-term equi l ibr ium exists in 
markets, although short-term reversionary behavior may be observed 
in the financial t ime series. Following Engle and Granger (1987), Jo-
hansen (1988; 1991) and Johansen and Juselius (1990) develop the 
maximum likelihood estimator for a cointegrated system w i th gaus-
sian errors based on a vector autoregressive (VAR) model. Johansen’s 
(1988; 1991) cointegration approach is conducted by Wang and Ke 
(2005) to test the efficiency of agricultural commodity futures markets 
in China. Their results suggest a long-term equi l ibr ium relationship 
between the spot price and futures price for soybeans, and a weak 
short-term efficiency of soybean futures market. 
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We first examine the relationship between cointegration and futures 
market efficiency. A nonstationary t ime series is defined to be inte-
grated of order d, denoted as 1(d), if the series becomes stat ionary 
after taking the d th order difference. When the spot and the futures 
price series are both integrated of the same order d, a linear combi-
nation of two 1(d) series can be integrated of an order lower than d. 
Specifically, i t is possible that two series that are nonstationary and 
contain a uni t root, / (1 ) , can generate a linear combinat ion that is 
stationary, / (0 ) . In this case, the spot and futures price series are 
said to be cointegrated. The efficiency of the futures market has been 
extensively tested by estimating the fol lowing linear model: 
St = PiFt-iet (3.1) 
where St is the natural logar i thm of the spot price in period t and 
is the analogously defined futures price in period t — I. I f there exist 
the parameters /¾ and (3\ such that St is stat ionary w i t h mean zero, 
we can conclude that St and Ft_i are in a cointegrating relationship. 
I t is important to note that the cointegration relationship between 
St and Ft—i is a necessary condit ion for market efficiency. The cointe-
gration ensures that a long-run equi l ibr ium relationship exists between 
the spot price and futures price series. I f St and Ft~\ are cointegrated, 
the two price series wi l l not tend to dr i f t apart over t ime. However, if 
St and Ft_i are not in a cointegrating relationship, et is nonstationary 
and St and Ft-\ w i l l deviate apart wi thout bound in the long run, indi-
cating that Ft—Y has l i t t le predictive power about the movement of St. 
Obviously, this is inconsistent w i th the weak-form market efficiency 
hypothesis. The conventional process of testing for market efficiency 
requires first testing for the presence of cointegration between the two 
price series St and and the second is to test that the futures price 
is an unbiased predictor of the future spot price (Lai and Lai, 1991). 
The unbiasedness hypothesis is that the coefficient values are jo in t ly 
restricted as /¾ = 0 and /¾ 二 1 in Equation (3.1). Testing for cointe-
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grat ion and testing for jo int parameter restr ict ion is carried out using 
the Johansen Max imum Likel ihood Procedure (Johansen, 1988; 1991) 
and the l ikel ihood rat io test, respectively. 
Johansen has developed the max imum likel ihood estimator for a 
cointegrated system w i t h gaussian errors. I f bo th the spot price and 
futures price series are / (1 ) , the cointegrated system may be wr i t ten 
as a V A R model in the error correction form: 
k-l 
A X , = / i + + Z + et (3.2) 
where is a 2 x 1 vector made up from two / (1 ) variables, Xt 二 
(St, Ft-\)'\ /jL is the constant vector or a vector w i t h deterministic t ime 
trend; I I is 2 x 2 mat r ix w i t h reduced rank when the variables in Xt 
are cointegrated. The matr ix Et can be decomposed into two 2 x r 
matrices a and (3 such that a/3' 二 I I , w i t h a being the adjustment 
coefficients. The columns of /3 represent the r linear combinations of 
X t that are stationary or cointegrated, i.e., (3 'Xt - i w i l l t u rn out to be 
/ (0 ) in the existence of cointegration. The Johansen's approach can 
be used to test for cointegration by assessing the rank of the matr ix 
n , Rank(n ) = r (Johansen and Juselius, 1990). There are three pos-
sible cases: if r = 0, then both St and Ft-\ are / (1 ) and there are no 
cointegrating vectors; i f 0 < r < 2 o r r = l , there w i l l be r cointegrat-
ing vectors, imply ing that there are 2 x r matrices a and /3 such that 
I I — a(3' w i t h reduced rank; if r 二 2, i.e., the matr ix I I has ful l rank 
w i t h 2 cointegration vectors, then St and are / ( 0 ) and any linear 
combination of stationary variables wi l l also be stationary. 
In our test for the efficiency of copper and aluminum futures market 
in China, the nul l hypothesis should be tested for r 二 0 and r = 1. I f 
r 二 0 cannot be rejected by the data, we can conclude that there exits 
no cointegration relationship. On the other hand, if r = 0 is rejected 
but r — \ cannot be rejected, then we can conclude w i th the existence 
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of a cointegration relationship. There are two test statistics, which are 
based on trace (A t race) and max imum eigenvalues (Am a x ) of the mat r i x 
I I , suggested by Johansen (1988) to test the nul l hypothesis that there 
are at most r cointegrated vectors. The detailed test procedures can be 
found in Johansen (1988; 1991). Af ter Johansen's cointegration test, 
we wi l l conduct a l ikelihood rat io test on the parameter restrictions, 
/¾ 二 0 and /¾ 二 1. Johansen and Juselius (1990) show that the like-
l ihood rat io test statistic follows an asymptot ic x 2 d is t r ibut ion w i t h 
degree of freedom equaling the number of restrictions imposed. The 
detailed test results and analysis on Chinese futures market w i l l be 
provided latter. 
• End of chapter. 
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Chapter 4 
Model Specifications and Hedging 
Strategy 
Summary 
This chapter discusses the different model specifications 
used to test the potent ial asymmetric effect of basis on 
the t ime-varying condit ional variances and correlation 
of the spot and futures market. In addit ion, the M V 
hedge and zero-VaR hedging strategies are introduced 
here, 
4.1 Model Specifications 
As set forth, to compute the t ime-varying hedging strategy, the core 
is the dynamics of the condit ional variances and correlation of the spot 
and futures market. I n order to investigate the asymmetric effect of 
basis on the market volat i l i ty and correlation, we adopt the combina-
t ion of the bivariate G A R C H and DCC (BGARCH-DCC) framework 
and extend it to allow for the symmetric and asymmetric basis of effect 
on the condit ional means, variances and correlation, i.e., the symmet-
ric BGARCH-DCC model and the asymmetric BGARCH-DCC model. 
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4.1.1 BGARCH-DCC Model 
I t has been well-known that the spot and futures prices are closely 
t ied together through the cost-of-carry model and price discovery hy-
pothesis. To investigate this close relationship through lagged terms 
between them, we first specify the condit ional means of spot and fu-
tures returns as: 
P Q 
Rs,t 二 + ^ as lRs^ t-z + + 、 t (4.1) 
i = l .7 = 1 
P Q 
Rf,t 二 + J ] ^frRs^t-i + (3fjR.f^-j + ( 4 . 2 ) 
z=l j—1 
where Rs,t and Rf,t are the changes in the natural logarithms of spot 
and its futures prices at t ime t, i.e., RS)t = — and 
Rf,t = ln(pf,t) — respectively. Both p and q are the numbers 
of lags. The £s,t and ej^ in the equations are the random residual terms. 
I t has been well recognized that the variance of the asset returns 
and covariance among different asset returns are t ime varying. To ac-
count for this statistical property, the bivariate G A R C H models w i t h 
different specifications and restrictions on the condit ional variance-
covariance matr ix are widely adopted to describe the dynamic behav-
ior of condit ional variance of spot and futures returns and covariance 
between them. However, most of those models assume the constant 
correlation between spot and futures returns through time. This as-
sumption is usually imposed in order to accommodate computat ional 
complexity and to ensure the positive definite variance-covariance ma-
t r i x during the opt imizat ion procedure, but i t is often rejected by the 
data (Engle, 2002; Tse and Tsui, 2002; Lanza, Manera, and McAleer, 
2006). In order to capture the dynamics of t ime-varying condit ional 
correlation among mult iple asset returns, Engle (2002) and Tse and 
Tsui (2002) propose a dynamic conditional correlation mult ivariate 
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G A R C H model ( M V G A R C H - D C C ) , which has the flexibility of uni-
variate G A R C H model and computat ional advantage over the existing 
M V G A R C H model. Engle and Sheppard (2001) show that simpl i fy 
f inding the necessary conditions for the t ime-varying condit ional cor-
relat ion mat r i x to be positive definite and hence the correlation matr ix 
Rt defined as a real, symmetric positive semi-definite matr ix , w i t h ones 
on its diagonal line. Here, we adopt the bivariate G A R C H model to-
gether w i t h the DCC framework of Engle (2002) to characterize both 
the t ime-varying variances and the t ime-varying correlation of spot and 
futures returns. 
Let R^ 二 [Rs,t, Rf,ty, then the condit ional variance-covariance ma-
t r i x of residual series st = ’力,£/，力is denoted by 
_ 2 
V a r i R l 1 ^ ) 二 V a r i s t \ Q t ^ )三乙 t = 〜 ( 4 . 3 ) 
. a l \ t _ 
and 
& 三 DtRtDt, (4.4) 
where Qt-i is the information set at t ime t — 1, Dt is the 2 x 2 diagonal 
mat r ix of t ime-varying standard deviations f rom univariate G A R C H 
models, and Rt is the t ime-varying correlation matr ix . To i l lustrate 
the decomposition we wri te i t down in matr ix notation: 
E, 二 [ 〜 0 1 [ 1 _ I [ 〜 ° 1 (4.5) 
0 CTf,t J L P m 1 」 0 CTf,t _ 
^^^mmmmmmmmm^^mmmmmmmmm^  Ss^ mmmmmmmmmmm^^mmmmmmmmmmm^  S^mmmmmmamtm^^mmmmmmmmmm^ 
Dt, R t D t 
Now we can see that the conditions to guarantee the positiveness of 
St are very easy. I t just has to ensure that Rt is positive definite and 
that every single is positive, i 二 s, f. 
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The t ime-vary ing variances of spot and futures returns are then gen-
erated by bivariate G A R C H models, i.e., 
= 叫 + Ose ]^ , + ‘ a h (4.6) 
t =⑴ f + �4 h +  6f ah-i (4-7) 
The usual condit ions to ensure the positiveness of the variances and 
the stat ionar i ty hold: uji > 0,6t > 0, St > 0 and 6X + ^ < 1 for al l 
^ = s j . 
The conventional dynamic condi t ional correlat ion structure pro-
posed by Engle (2002) is 
Qt = (1 - 一 + ^ 1 ^ - 1 ^ - 1 + hQt—i (4.8) 
and 
Rt = (diag{Qt))^Qt(diag(Qt))^ (4.9) 
where fit �R t ) are the residuals normalized by their condi t ional 
deviation, Q is the 2 x 2 uncondit ional covariance mat r i x of the stan-
dardized residuals, Qt is the 2 x 2 symmetr ic posit ive definite mat r ix , 
i.e., Qt = , and (diag(Qt))2 is a diagonal ma t r i x com-
Q21,t Q22,t 
posed of the square root of the diagonal elements of Qt. We observe 
that Qt is wr i t ten like a G A R C H equation w i t h the average of uncon-
di t ional covariance, the lag of the innovation and i t 's own last value. 
Obviously, Qt is not a correlat ion matrix,- and we only use i t to con-
struct the correlation mat r i x Rt. To guarantee the posit ive definiteness 
of St, one needs to ensure the positive definiteness for Rt. This prop-
erty for the condit ional correlation mat r i x holds i f and only i f Qt is 
positive definite. Engle and Sheppard (2001) prove tha t “ Qt w i l l be 
positive for all t as i t is a weighted average of a posit ive definite ma t r i x 
(Q), a positive semi-definite mat r i x and a positive definite 
mat r ix Qt-i, and Q0 is positive definite by the assumption tha t the 
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smallest eigenvalue of Q is bigger than zero." 1 The parameters and 
/^ 2 in the conventional dynamic condit ional correlation structure are 
nonnegative scalars satisfying Ki + /¾ < 1. The above series of mean 
equations, the B G A R C H model and conventional DCC specifications 
are named as the BGARCH-DCC model for simpl ic i ty in later chapters. 
The typical element in the t ime-varying correlation mat r ix Rt w i l l 
take the form of = - 0 = ^ z^j = 1, 2, i.e., Rt = 丄 ^ f ^ . 
L s/qn,tq22,t J 
To express i t more specifically, we can wr i te the time-dependent con-
di t ional correlation of spot and futures returns as 
(1 - - ^2)^12 + 似叫—1叫一1 + i^2qi2,t-i (A i n 、 
Pi2,t 二 一 (4.丄U) 
y n f = 1 ( ( i t^lrt + + ^qi^t-i) 
4.1.2 Symmetric BGARCH-DCC Model 
I n the financial market, the spot and futures prices move up and 
down together in the long run, however, the short-run deviation f rom 
the long-run equi l ibr ium could take place due to mispricing of either 
futures or spot price. A short-run pricing error measured by the basis 
indicates the need for a price adjustment. When the basis becomes 
larger, potent ial arbitrage opportunit ies wi l l pressure spot and futures 
prices to move towards equil ibr ium. Consequently, a price adjustment 
for al leviating the pressure wi l l make spot and futures prices more 
volatile. In this sense, the lagged basis helps determine the spot and 
futures price movement, and therefore, facilitates adjustment of price 
deviation. To better capture the long-run stochastic common trend 
shared between the spot and futures market, the following conditional 
mean equations incorporate the lagged basis into consideration. This 
1 Engle and Sheppard (2001), P6. 
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lays out the foundation for a cointegrated system of spot and futures 
prices while the lagged basis serves as the error correction te rm (Kro-
ner and Sultan, 1993; Yang, Bessler, and Leaham, 2001). Ng and 
Pirrong (1994) find empirical evidence in the metal markets and con-
f i rm the predict ion of the theory of storage. This theory implies that 
the fundamental supply and demand conditions determine the dynam-
ics between spot and futures prices. 
p q 
R、t = + + Ps jR j \ t - j + i s B t - i + (4.11) 
i=l j—1 
V Q 
R.U =  afo + J] + J] A / j 尺“勹 + l.fBt-i + 已 Lt (4.12) 
i=l j=l 
The basis at t ime t — 1, is calculated as Bt-\ — — 
i ) . For an efficient market, a long-run equi l ibr ium relationship 
exists between the spot and futures prices. The basis Bt-\ then serves 
as an indicator to observe the price movement of the spot and futures 
market, and accordingly the parameters before the basis w i l l i l lustrate 
the trend of spot and futures market movement. To clarify the re-
lationship, we can assume two scenarios. First scenario, if B t _ i > 0 
corresponds to the case that the spot price is higher than the futures 
price at t ime t — 1, the spot price should take a decreasing trend at 
t ime t while the futures price w i l l take the opposite one in order to 
maintain the long-run equi l ibr ium relationship. W i t h this feature, i t 
is reasonable to predict that the parameters in Equations (4.11) and 
(4.12) before the basis B t _ i take the value of 7S < 0 and 7/ > 0. Fol-
lowing the same argument, we can also predict that 7S < 0 and 7/ > 0 
for the second scenario of Bt~\ < 0. 
Kroner and Sultan (1993) restrict the condit ional correlation be-
tween spot and futures market to be constant over t ime, however, 
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the financial data always reject the constant correlation assumption in 
the long run. To allow for the t ime-varying variances and correlation 
structure, we modi fy the conventional B G A R C H and Engle's DCC to 
incorporate the squared basis into the variances and correlation equa-
tions; that is, 
= ⑴ s + + + L B U (4.13) 
^•t 二 ⑴f + 〜4h +  5f alt-i + O'^-i (4-1 4) 
— / 0 -^t—l 
Qt = (1-^- i^2)Q + ^m-i^t-i + ^Qt-i + M d 2 “ (4.15) 
This modif icat ion to the B G A R C H - D C C model allows the magni-
tude of the basis to impact the condit ional variances and correlations, 
but supposes that the positive and negative basis have the same ef-
fects. Therefore, these series of models are called the symmetric ef-
fect BGARCH-DCC model throughout the article. Recently, Lien and 
Yang (2006) modify the DCC specification of Tse and Tsui (2002) to 
investigate the effects of the spot-futures spread on return and risk 
structure in currency markets. Our research takes the ini t iat ive to do 
the modif icat ion on the DCC model proposed by Engle (2002) and an-
alyzes the impact of basis on the condit ional variances and correlations 
of spot and futures markets. 
According to the modified symmetric effect DCC model in Equation 
(4.15), the condit ional correlation of the spot and futures returns can 
be expl ici t ly expressed in this way: 
(1 - -匆 )豆 12 + + + “ ’ 口、 
Pl2 尸 丨 — • ( 4 . 1 6 ) 
y n f = 1 ( ( i - ^ i - / ¾ ) ¾ + + 
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The modif icat ion to take account of the basis on condit ional variance 
and correlation is inspired by several studies. A similar model spec-
if ication is applied by Lee (1994) to investigate the predictive power 
of the basis in forecasting exchange rate volat i l i ty. Ng and Pirrong 
(1994) also incorporate the squared basis as an explanation variable 
into the condit ional variance equations to describe the behavior of 
metal prices. Zhong, Darrat and Otero (2004) find that the addi t ion 
of basis improves the hedging effectiveness of the Mexico IPC index 
futures. Dark (2007) examines the importance of basis convergence 
and long memory in volat i l i ty when estimating the m in imum variance 
hedge ratios using SPI futures. 
4.1.3 Asymmetric BGARCH-DCC Model 
Next, in order to analyze the possible asymmetric effect of basis, we 
separate the basis into positive and negative terms: Bt-\ = B^ + B^ 
such that 二 “ 0 ) and = min(B£—lO), and include 
them as distinct explanatory variables into the condit ional mean equa-
tions; that is, 
p q 
R、t 二 PsjRf^t-j+lspBt-i^snB^-he^t (4.17) 
j=i 
P q 
RU = ^/0 +  a.fiRs,t-i + X] VpBti + IfnB^ + 
？ : = 1 7 = 1 
. ‘ (4.18) 
Equations (4.11) and (4.12) can be considered as a special case of 
Equations (4.17) and (4.18) when restricting ^ysp = and 7/p 二 7/.n. 
Similarly, the lagged squared basis is replaced by the lagged squared 
positive and negative basis in Equations (4.13)-(4.15) to describe the 
conditional variances and correlation; that is, 
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二 A + + + U B t i f + U ( ^ r - i ) 2 (4.19) 
= ⑴ f + O f s } ^ + S j a } ^ + + ^ U B ^ f (4.20) 
— Q )2 
Qt = (1 - - k2)Q + ^iidt-i^'t-i + ^Qt-i + Mp /D+、2 艾 1 
_ ( U 0 _ 
作 " 1 ⑷： 1 ) 2 ； J ( 4 . 2 1 ) 
This model allows the basis to have potential asymmetric effect 
on the t ime-varying condit ional variances and condit ional correlations, 
and is t hus ca l led as the asymmetric effect BGARCH-DCC model T h e 
asymmetric model w i l l be reduced to the symmetric one if positive basis 
and negative basis are assumed to have the same effect. As discussed 
previously, the asymmetric effects of basis on the market risk are sug-
gested in Kogan, L ivdan and Yaron (2003) and followed by the studies 
of Lien and Yang (2006; 2008a; 2008b). They display the relationship 
between market volat i l i ty and the basis in a diagram, and observe an 
asymmetric “V ” shape such that the two portions of the curve are of 
unequal slope. 
Consequently, the t ime-varying correlation between spot and futures 
markets can be expl ici t ly expressed as follows, using [ip and f i n to test 
the possible asymmetric effect of basis on the t ime-varying correlation 
between spot and futures markets. 
(1 - - "2)^12 + 似阳―我t — 1 + ^2^12,^-1 + flp(BU 十 i ) 2 
Pl2,t = / _ = 
y n 2 = 1 ( ( i - ^ i - + 哪lt-i + 哪 y - i ) 
(4.22) 
For each of these three different model specifications, we estimate 
the underlying parameters to obtain the t ime-varying variances of spot 
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and futures returns and t ime-varying correlation between spot and fu-
tures returns. Given the dynamic variances and correlations, we are 
ready for the calculation of dynamic opt imal hedging ratios described 
in Chapter 4.2. In order to estimate all of the parameters involved in 
the above three different model specifications in Mat lab, we employ 
the estimation procedures in the following steps. First , we obtain the 
residuals series £s，t and £ [ t in the condit ional mean equations using the 
ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation method. The residuals series 
obtained wi l l be treated as observed data to estimate the parameters 
in the condit ional variances and covariance equations using the maxi-
mum likelihood estimation (MLE) method. In the second step, Engle's 
so-called two-step approach is implemented to estimate the parameters 
in the variance equations and the correlation part accordingly. In addi-
t ion, we adopt the Schwarz Bayesian Cr i ter ion 2 (SBC) (Schwarz, 1978) 
to determine the number of lag terms p and q involved in the condi-
t ional mean equations prior to the procedures of parameter estimation. 
4.2 Hedge Ratio 
After we have obtained the dynamic variances and correlations of 
the spot and futures market, we then calculate the hedge ratios. The 
determination of the opt imal hedge rat io is one of the main theoretical 
issues in hedging. As we have mentioned that different opt imal hedge 
ratios depend on part icular objective functions to be optimized, cur-
rently, several different objective functions are widely used to derive 
the opt imal hedge ratios. For instance, one of the most common hedg-
ing strategies is derived from the objective to minimize the variance of 
the hedged portfol io. Recently, a hedging strategy on the concept of 
VaR has been proposed to minimize the downside risk of the hedged 
portfol io, and we adopt this concept in this thesis. 
2Similar results will be found if Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) is used. 
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4.2.1 M V Hedge Rat io 
The convent ional m i n i m u m variance ( M V ) hedge ra t io enjoys wide-
spread use for its simple concept and easy implementat ion. W h e n 
traders par t ic ipate in b o t h spot and futures markets, they must choose 
a hedging strategy tha t reflects thei r ind iv idua l goals and at t i tudes 
towards risk. I n par t icu lar , consider an investor w i t h a f ixed long 
spot posi t ion in a commod i ty at t ime t — 1 who wishes to hedge some 
propor t ion of th is spot posi t ion w i t h i n one-period hedging horizon in 
a futures market . The re turn on the investor's hedged por t fo l io of spot 
and futures posit ions can be denoted by: 
RP,t = Rs,t — htRu (4.23) 
where Rp,t is the re tu rn on hold ing the hedged por t fo l io between t — 1 
and t] Rs,t is the re tu rn on hold ing the posi t ion in spot market between 
t — 1 and t ; Rf, t is the re tu rn on hold ing the futures posi t ion between 
t — 1 and t ; and ht is the t ime-vary ing hedge rat io, defined as the value 
of futures contracts at t — 1 div ided by the value of the posi t ion in spot 
market at t — 1. 
The variance of the re turn on the hedged port fo l io, condi t ional on 
in format ion available at t ime 力一1 as ^ - 1 , is given by 
Var{R^t\nt^) = VariRs^Qt^^htCoviR^ ^ I ^ . J + ^ V a r ^ l ^ - i ) . 
(4.24) 
A n opt ima l M V hedge rat io is defined as the value of ht which 
minimizes the condi t ional variance of the hedged por t fo l io return, and 
can be expressed as: 
k t = V a r i R , ^ ) ( 4 2 5 ) 
I n Equat ion (4.25), condit ional moments are changing as the in-
format ion set, is updated; consequently, the number of futures 
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contracts held and the opt imal hedge rat io w i l l also change through 
time. I f we define a j t = Var{Rf^ t \VL t_i) as the condit ional variance of 
Rf U a2st 二 Var(B,s^\Qt-i) as the condit ional variance of Rs,t, and pt 
as the condit ional correlation between Rf, t and Rs、t, then the opt imal 
M V hedge rat io is obtained as 
h f v = P t ^ (4.26) 
Then, the hedged portfol io variance corresponding to the opt imal 
M V hedge rat io is as follows: 
^ ( ^ 1 ^ ) ^ ( 1 - ^ , 2 ) ^ (4.27) 
If no futures posit ion is undertaken, the hedger w i l l incur spot re turn 
risk of a2st. However, implementing the opt imal M V hedging strategy 
reduces the hedger's risk by pjcr2s t, i.e., a percentage of p^ in reduction 
of the spot return risk. 
As previously mentioned, the objective of the m in imum variance 
framework is to t r y to reduce the variance of the hedged portfol io as 
much as possible. However, for a hedger who cares about downside-
only risk, the M V hedge ratio is not suitable. Hung, Chiu and Lee 
(2006) develop the hedge rat io named the zero-VaR hedge rat io based 
on the concept of Value-at-Risk (VaR). The zero-VaR hedge rat io is 
targeted at minimizing the downside risk of the hedged portfol io, and 
is thus appropriate for the hedger who cares about downside risk rather 
than the two-sided risk. 
4.2.2 Zero-VaR Hedge Ratio 
The Value-at-Risk (VaR) is defined so that the probabi l i ty of the 
loss for a given portfol io to exceed its VaR over a certain t ime horizon 
is equal to a specified number. Under the assumption that the spot and 
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futures returns are normal distr ibut ion, the downside risk of the hedged 
port fo l io at t ime t over a given t ime period r and certain confidence 
level a can be modeled as follows: 
V a R ( i ^ ) 二 Z a a p ^ — E(Rp^t)r (4.28) 
In the objective function, VaR(RP)t) stands for the absolute VaR of 
the hedged port fol io at t ime t, Za is the left percentile at confidence 
level a for the standard normal distr ibut ion, and E[Rp,t) represents the 
expected return of the hedged portfol io at t ime t. Therefore, based on 
the concept of VaR as an absolute loss, the above objective function 
calculates the max imum possible loss faced by investors under a given 
hedging horizon r and a certain confidence level a. Different hedgers 
w i t h different risk att i tudes wi l l be reflected by different confidence 
levels a. I n our research, we set the hedging horizon equal to one and 
then rearrange Equat ion (4.28) to get: 
VaR( i ?# ) 二 ZaaPit — E(Rp，t) 
二 Z a ^ l t — 2htasU + h2ta% — (E(Rs,t) — htE(Ru)) 
(4.29) 
Hung, Chiu and Lee (2006) solve the zero-VaR hedge ratio under 
the assumption of constant correlation between the spot and futures 
market. In this thesis, the BGARCH-DCC framework enables the zero-
VaR hedge rat io to be valid under the dynamic condit ional correlation. 
Af ter some complicated algebraic manipulation, the t ime-varying zero-
VaR hedge ratio can be expressed as follows3: 
顺唸 (,3。） 
We are certain that the t ime-varying conditional correlation pt takes 
the value between -1 and 1. Therefore, f rom Equation (4.30), the zero-
3The detailed procedures are provided in Appendix A. 
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VaR hedge ratio wi l l take the value of a real number if Z l< j 2 ^ t - E(Rf^t)2 
is larger than zero. This condit ion can be satisfied by adjusting the 
chosen confidence level a. Moreover, a min imizat ion of the objective 
function, Equat ion (4.28), can be guaranteed by the positive second 
order derivative of VaR expression. Important ly , we can further note 
that the zero-VaR hedge ratio wi l l be the same as the M V hedge rat io 
if the futures prices follow a pure martingale process, i.e., the expected 
futures returns under the condit ion of E{Rfit) = 0. 
As mentioned previously, the returns of the hedged port fol io are 
assumed to be normal ly distr ibuted for the derivation of the zero-VaR 
hedge ratio. In reality, the normal i ty assumption does not conform 
w i th the empirical facts. The empirical evidence strongly indicates 
that the financial asset returns exhibit nonzero excess skewness and 
negative kurtosis, part icular ly for high frequency data. Consequently, 
implementing the zero-VaR hedge rat io under the assumption of nor-
mal i ty wi l l underestimate the actual risk. Favre and Galeano (2002) 
apply a Cornish-Fisher (1937) expansion by adjusting the cr i t ical value 
according to the dist r ibut ion funct ion Za to compute the VaR analyti-
cally. This method adjusts the t radi t ional VaR w i t h the skewness and 
kurtosis of the dist r ibut ion as follows: 
L = ^ + - 1)5 + — 3Za)K — ^ ( 2 ^ — 5 Z q ) 5 2 (4.31) 
where 
Za: crit ical value for probabi l i ty (1 — a) 
Zma: modified crit ical value for probabi l i ty (1 — a) 
S: skewness 
K : excess kurtosis 
Apply ing the modified cri t ical value Zma back into the expression of 
VaR, we can have the modified VaR developed in Equation (4.28). The 
modified VaR allows us to compute the Value-at-Risk for distr ibutions 
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w i t h asymmetry (positive or negative skewness) and fat tails (positive 
excess kurtosis). Note that if the d ist r ibut ion is normal, S and K are 
equal to zero, which makes Zma to be equal to Za. We are, therefore, 
back to the normal case where the risk is only measured w i t h volat i l i ty. 
4.3 Evaluation of Hedge Effectiveness 
In order to compare the performance of the min imum variance and 
the m in imum zero-VaR hedging strategies, we construct the hedged 
port fol io impl ied by the computed t ime-varying hedge ratios and cal-
culate the expected mean and variance of the returns for these hedged 
portfol ios over the sample period. That is, we wi l l evaluate the follow-
ing two terms: 
E(Rp^t) = E[Rs,t — h^Rj-t) (4.32) 
VariB„t) = Var(Rs^t — h;Rf,t) (4.33) 
where h; is the t ime-varying opt imal M V hedge rat io and zero-VaR 
hedge ratio. The coefficient of variat ion (CV) of the hedged portfolios 
w i l l also be presented in the following chapter. 
• End of chapter. 
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Chapter 5 
Data Description and Empirical 
Results 
Summary 
This chapter provides the estimation results based on 
the models introduced in the previous chapter and 
presents the effectiveness evaluation of different dynamic 
hedging strategies. 
5.1 Preliminary Data Analysis 
Daily closing prices of copper and aluminum futures contracts traded 
in Shanghai Futures Exchange (SHFE) are used in our research. The 
ful l sample covers trading days from 01/01/1999 through 31/06/2008, 
total ing 2301 observations. The Shanghai Futures Exchange (SHFE) 
becomes the only exchange allowed to trade copper and aluminum fu-
tures contracts in China since 01/01/1999 For copper and aluminum 
futures contracts traded in SHFE, there is one contract matured in 
every month, w i th the last t rading days and delivery periods in the 
1 Zhang (2003) argues that SHFE/LME price ratio fluctuates greatly from 1993 to 1998 indicating 
SHFE is not mature before 1999. 
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middle of each month. 
For the spot price series, we adopt the common practice to use daily 
closing prices of the one month ahead contracts as a proxy, following 
the work by Watkins and McAleer (2004). We use daily closing prices 
of futures contracts w i t h the three months to matur i ty for copper and 
the two months to matur i t y for a luminum w i t h rol l ing over to the 
next three months for copper contracts and the next two months to 
matur i t y for a luminum contracts at the beginning of each month to 
construct the series of futures prices of copper and aluminum2 . 
Af ter constructing the spot and futures prices series, we are able to 
calculate the returns and basis from these series. The spot and futures 
returns are calculated as changes in the natural logarithms of spot and 
futures prices. The difference of the natural logarithms of spot and 
futures prices is computed as the basis. The descriptive statistics re-
lat ing to the d ist r ibut ion of the spot and futures returns and the basis 
for the fu l l sample period are presented in Table 5.1. The means of 
spot and futures returns are very close to zero. On one hand, the spot 
market is less volati le than the futures market for both copper and 
aluminum in the ful l sample period, according to the values of stan-
dard deviation. On the other hand, a larger kurtosis appears in the 
spot market than in the futures market, meaning that extreme cases 
wi l l happen in the spot market w i th a higher possibility. Moreover, 
we can observe that the standard deviation of the basis exceeds that 
of spot or futures return. This observation leads us to realize that the 
one-to-one constant hedging strategy (naive hedge) does not help to 
reduce the risk, thus a t ime-varying hedge ratio is necessary. 
Before estimating the t ime-varying hedge ratios, i t must be deter-
mined whether the spot and futures returns are normally distr ibuted 
2Peck (2004) finds that the most liquid SHFE copper futures contracts are 3 or 4 months to the 
maturity and the most liquid SHFE aluminum futures contracts are 2 or 3 months to the maturity. 
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and whether the futures returns follow a pure mart ingale process. Also 
presented in this table are the results of the pure mart ingale test, the 
Jarque and Bera normal i ty test, the augmented Dickey-Fuller uni t root 
test, and Ljung-Box-Pierce portmanteau test statistics for the returns 
and basis series. Clearly, copper futures returns are significantly posi-
t ive at 5 % level, indicat ing that the copper futures returns do not follow 
a pure martingale process. This implies that the zero-VaR hedge ratios 
are expected to be different f rom the standard M V hedge ratios for the 
copper market. The aluminum futures returns can not reject the mar-
tingale process at 10% level. The Jarque-Bera test statistics provide 
clear evidence to reject the nul l hypothesis of normal i ty for each return 
and basis series of bo th copper and aluminum, therefore, normal i ty as-
sumption does not hold at 1% level for them here. The uni t root 
test and KPSS (Kwiatkowski, Phil l ips, Schmidt, and Shin, 1992) test 
results suggest that both spot and futures prices are non-stationary 
whereas all return series are stationary. The calculated Ljung-Box-
Pierce portmanteau statistics ((5(20)) indicate that the possible serial 
correlations exist in the spot and futures returns of bo th copper and 
aluminum markets. Moreover, the Q2(20) statistics indicate that gen-
eralized autoregressive condit ional heteroskedasticity (GARCH) effects 
prevail at 1% level in all squared spot and futures return series. 
As the A D F test results above show that the logar i thm of spot and 
futures prices are / (1 ) series, we can then conduct Johansen,s cointe-
gration tests and l ikelihood rat io test to analyze the market efficiency. 
The test results are provided in Table 5.2. The null hypothesis of 
r 二 0 is rejected by both test statistics at a significance level of 5% 
for copper series and at a significance level of 1% for a luminum series, 
while the corresponding hypothesis of r = 1 cannot be rejected. This 
suggests that the futures price of copper and aluminum is cointegrated 
w i th their spot price. These results imply that a long-run equi l ibr ium 
relationship has been established between the copper and aluminum 
futures price and spot price. Cointegration is only a necessary condi-
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t ion for market efficiency. Efficiency also requires the futures price to 
be an unbiased predictor of the spot price, i.e., /¾ 二 0 and /¾ = 1 in 
Equat ion (3.1), Restrictions on the cointegration vector are tested for 
the cointegrated copper and aluminum price series using the l ikelihood 
rat io test outl ine previously. We test the nul l hypothesis of /¾ = 0 and 
— 1 joint ly. The test results are included in panel B of Table 5.2, 
The nul l hypothesis is not rejected at a significance level of 10% for 
bo th copper and a luminum price series. This means that the copper 
and a luminum futures price is an unbiased predictor for spot price. 
Therefore, Johansen's cointegration test and the l ikelihood rat io test 
results indicate that the copper and aluminum futures market are ef-
ficient in the long run, and play an important role in price discovery. 
Moreover, we also perform the test of Engle (2002) to examine 
whether the assumption of constant condit ional correlation wi l l be re-
jected or not for bo th copper and aluminum market. Relevant test 
results are presented in Table 5.3. Referring to the test statistics we 
can see that the assumption of constant condit ional correlation (pt = p) 
is rejected against the dynamic condit ional correlation at lags from 1 
to 5, which further confirms the use of Engle's dynamic condit ional 
correlation (DCC) models to capture the dynamics of spot and futures 
series. Thus, there is a need to model the t ime-varying variances and 
covariance of spot and futures returns for copper and aluminum traded 
in China, using the combination of bivariate G A R C H and DCC model. 
5.2 Estimation Results 
There are three different models presented in this thesis, namely 
the BGARCH-DCC model, the symmetric BGARCH-DCC model and 
the asymmetric BGARCH-DCC model. The parameter estimates for 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 5.2: Futures Market Efficiency Test 
Panel A: J o h an sen ' s Co i n t e g r a t i o n Test 
入 trace ^max 
H0 : r = 0 H0 : r = 1 H0 : r = 0 H0 : r = 1 
Copper 18,106** 0.125 17.981** 0.125 
Aluminum 163.463*** 2.190 161.273*** 2.190 
Critical Values(10%) 13.429 2.705 12.297 2.705 
Critical Values(5%) 15.494 3.841 14.264 3.841 
Critical Values(l%) 19.935 6.635 18.520 6.635 
Panel B: Tests of Res t r i c t i ons on Co i n t e g r a t i o n 
Estimates Hq : Pq = 0 and Pi = I 
J x ~LR H~~P Value 
Copper -0.1288 1.0131 8.9638 x 1 0 - 6 0 ~ ~ 0 . 9 5 0 1 
Aluminum 0.0478 0.9951 4.0073 x 10—4 0 0.9652 
Note: Po and (5\ are the parameters in formula St = Po + P\Ft-i + Et\ 
H=0, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected; 
H—1, the null hypothesis can be rejected; 
* : significant at 10% level; 
** : significant at 5% level; 
*** : significant at the 1% level. 
Table 5.3: Engle's Test for D C C effects (H0 pt 二 p) 
Copper Aluminum 
— L a g ~ H P V a l u e S t a t L a g H P V a l u e S t a t 
1 1 7.77E-16 69.4771 1 1 1.70E-10 44.9960 
2 1 2.22E-16 76.0564 2 1 1.39E-13 62.9273 
3 1 0 82.6866 3 1 0 85.8470 
4 1 1.11E-16 84.4949 4 1 0 111.0261 
5 1 0 88.9006 5 1 0 142.3310 
Note: H=0, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected; 
H = l , the null hypothesis can be rejected. 
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Table 5.4 presents the estimation results for condit ional mean, con-
dit ional variance and condit ional correlation equations of asymmetric 
BGARCH-DCC. The futures returns respond posit ively to the spot 
returns from the previous two days and negatively to the futures re-
turns from the previous two days. The spot and futures returns also 
show significant responses to the basis in bo th copper and a luminum 
markets. When the basis is negative (i.e., the spot price is less than 
the futures price) in the copper market, the spot and futures returns 
both react posit ively but the futures return is decreasing at a greater 
speed towards converging to the long-run equi l ibr ium. For the alu-
minum, the basis has no effect on the futures market, while the spot 
returns respond negatively to both positive and negative basis in the 
spot market, leading to the long-run convergence. 
From the estimation results of condit ional variance and correlation 
equations for the asymmetric model, we can observe that bo th A R C H 
(9S and 9f) and G A R C H (Ss and Sf) effects are found to be significant 
in spot and futures returns for both copper and aluminum. This re-
sult is consistent w i th Q2 statistics (in Table 5.1), w i t h the G A R C H 
effect as the dominant factor. Considering the basis effect on the con-
dit ional volati l i ty, the positive basis produces positive effects on return 
volati l it ies of copper and aluminum markets. The returns become more 
volatile as the positive basis increases, while the negative basis effect is 
significant only in the futures market. Moreover, as the size of the neg-
ative basis increases, the condit ional volat i l i ty in the futures markets 
increases as well. As the absolute value of the basis becomes larger, 
both spot and futures markets need to make bigger adjustment to re-
store to the long-run equil ibrium. Therefore, the markets become more 
volatile. 
The asymmetric effects of basis on volat i l i ty are also observed. W i t h 
a conventional significance level of 1% or above, the results suggest 
that the positive basis has significant effects on both spot and futures 
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volati l i t ies, whereas the negative basis only has significant effect on 
the futures volat i l i t ies of both copper and aluminum. In addit ion, the 
numerical comparisons indicate《fp > in futures return volat i l i ty, 
suggesting that the positive basis has a stronger effect than the negative 
basis on the return volat i l i ty. This f inding implies that the condit ional 
variances are more sensitive to the changing basis when the spot price 
is above the futures price (i.e., positive basis) than when the spot price 
is below the futures price (i.e., negative basis). The asymmetric effect 
of basis on the t ime-varying correlation between two markets is also 
observed. Only negative basis has significant effect on the condit ional 
correlation of the spot and futures market. When the size of the nega-
t ive basis increases, the co-movements of the spot and futures markets 
are reduced for both copper and aluminum market. 
Table 5.5 summarizes the parameter estimation results for the sym-
metric B G A R C H - D C C model. The responses of spot and futures re-
turns to price history are similar to the asymmetric BGARCH-DCC 
model. The feedback effects between each pair of spot and futures mar-
kets for bo th copper and aluminum are observed. That is, lagged spot 
(futures) returns help predict current futures (spot) returns. More 
specifically, when considering statistically significant estimates at a 
conventional significance level of 1% or above, the lagged spot (fu-
tures) returns have positive effects on current futures (spot) returns 
and negative effects on current spot (futures) returns. I n other words, 
each market exhibits mean reversion behavior w i th a stronger degree 
occurring in the aluminum spot market. When we pay attention to the 
basis effect in the condit ional mean equations, we can observe that the 
spot and futures markets act towards the long-run equi l ibr ium clearly. 
For the copper market, both spot and futures returns respond pos-
it ively to the basis. Because the response coefficient for the futures 
is larger than that for the spot, the two markets st i l l move towards 
the long-run equi l ibr ium relationship. For the aluminum market, the 
aluminum futures return does not react to the basis, whereas the spot 
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Table 5.4: Parameter Estimates for the Asymmetric BGARCH-DCC Model 
Copper A luminum 
Conditional mean 
as0 0.0012**** -0.0001 
a.sl -0.04668 -0.39549*** 
a s 2 0.0031 -0.09281*** 
(5 si 0.03436 0.64866*** 
Ps2 0.0568 0.2757*** 
7 s p -0.0031 -0.0841*** 
7 s n 0.08811** -0.13645*** 
a / 0 0.00125*** -0.00003 
a / i 0.23581*** 0.08094*** 
a f 2 0.0880* 0.0033 
(3n -0.23309*** -0.0634*** 
(3f2 -0.0225 -0.0215 
7/p 0.0009 0.02302 
7/n 0.11031** -0.0227 
Conditional variance 
w.s(xl0—
6) 1.3803*** 0.3035 
9S 0.0625*** 0.16208*** 
� 0.9290*** 0.80791*** 
isp 0.0150*** 0.0150*** 
0.005 -0.002 
c j f ( x l 0-
6 ) 1.4149 0.68009*** 
Of 0.0588*** 0.1129*** 
Sf 0.9235*** 0.8670*** 
i f P 0.0185*** 0.0150*** 
i f n 0.0002*** 0.0003*** 
Conditional corrdatwn 
k] 0.0625*** 0.0300*** 
«2 0.9034*** 0.9678*** 
0.00002 0.0001 
Mn -0.03459*** -0.00213*** 
Note: * : significant at 10% level; 
** ： significant at 5% level; 
*** ： significant at the 1% level. 
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Table 5.5: Parameter Estimates for the Symmetric BGARCH-DCC Model 
Copper A luminum 
Conditional mean 
a s 0 0.0005** 0.00008 
-0.0412 -0.3981*** 
a s 2 0.0043 -0.0925*** 
Psi 0.0286 0.6532*** 
P s 2 0.0564 0.2774*** 
7S 0.0154* -0.1038*** 
a f 0 0.00047* 0.00013 
a f i 0.2424*** 0.0787*** 
a / 2 0.0894* 0.0035 
(5fi -0.23996*** -0.0594*** 
P f 2 -0.023 -0.0200 
7/ 0.0230** 0.0058 
Conditional variance 
u;s(xl0—
6) 0.9861*** 0.2628*** 
9S 0.0290*** 0.1501*** 
ds 0.9355*** 0.8099*** 
G 0.0080*** 0.0120*** 
a ^ x l O - 6 ) 0.1037* 0.5872*** 
9 f 0.0557*** 0.1052*** 
S f 0.9087*** 0.8248*** 
0.0096*** 0.0100*** 
Conditional correlation 
/^i 0.0625*** 0.0301*** 
0.9034*** 0.9677*** 
[i -0.0741*** -0.0008*** 
Note: * : significant at 10% level; 
** : significant at 5% level; 
*** : significant at the 1% level. 
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Table 5.6: Parameter Estimates for the BGARCH-DCC Model 
Copper A luminum 
Conditional mean 
a. s0(xlCT
2) 0.0589** 0.0122 
a s l ( x l 0 -
2 ) -1.1533 1.4100 
Q s 2(x10~
2) 6.2064*** 3.2320* 
a / 0 ( x l O -
2 ) 0.0587** 0.0135 
afl(xl0-2) -1.5173 -3.6938** 
a / 2 ( x l 0—
2 ) 6.0727*** 2.7679* 
Conditional variance 
0.0001 0.0001** 
es 0.0638*** 0.1180*** 
Ss 0.9283*** 0.8720*** 
ujf 0.0003** 0.0002** 
0 f 0.0607*** 0.1146*** 
Sf 0.9314*** 0.8654*** 
Conditional correlation 
ki 0.0755*** 0.0424*** 
^2 0.8620*** 0.9560*** 
Note: * : significant at 10% level; 
** : significant at 5% level; 
*** ： significant at the 1% level. 
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re tu rn decreases as the basis increases, leading to the long-run equi-
l ib r ium. As a consequence, the facts tha t the markets for copper and 
a luminum w i l l converge to the long-run equi l ibr ium relationship are 
also supported by the est imat ion results. A l l quant i tat ive conclusions 
observed f rom the estimated asymmetric effect model remain valid. 
The condit ional vo la t i l i ty of the spot and futures markets tends to be-
come more volat i le when the basis is increasing; tha t is, > 0. I n 
addi t ion, the condit ional correlat ion between spot and futures returns 
becomes less correlated when the size of the basis increases; that is, 
/ i < 0 . 
Table 5.6 provides the parameter est imation results for the B G A R C H -
D C C model w i thou t considering the cointegration of spot and futures 
returns together w i t h the possible effect of basis. The estimated value 
for each parameter is similar to that for each of those presented in Ta-
ble 5.4 and 5.5. According to the parameter estimates, we can see that 
the price history has significant effect in bo th copper and a luminum 
markets. The spot and futures returns do not follow a random walk 
and the A R C H (9S and Of) and G A R C H and 6f) effect is signifi-
cant. Moreover, observing f rom Table 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6，the estimates 
of the two D C C parameters ( ^ i and /¾) are always stat ist ical ly signifi-
cant, which makes i t clear that the assumption of constant condit ional 
correlation is not supported empirically. These est imation results are 
applied to examine hedging effectiveness in the next part . 
Figure 5.1 i l lustrates the t ime-varying correlation of spot and fu-
tures returns for copper. The t ime-varying correlation of spot and 
futures returns for copper remains stable around 0.96, which means 
that the spot market and futures market are highly correlated w i t h 
each other in the ful l sample period. Figure 5.2 plots the t ime-varying 
correlation of spot and futures returns for aluminum. The figure shows 
a sudden change in the dynamics of the correlation f rom around 0.8 to 
-0.2. To further identi fy the abrupt change, we divide the ful l sample 
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Figure 5.1: Dynamic Conditional Correlation of Spot and Futures Return for Copper 
period of a luminum into three subperiods, P I , P2 and P3, and plot 
the scattergraph of each subperiod to find out the uncondit ional corre-
lat ion of the spot and futures returns. The first subperiod (P I ) covers 
from 01/01/1999 to 12/31/2001’ the second subperiod (P2) covers f rom 
01/01/2002 to 12/31/2004, and the th i rd subperiod (P3) covers f rom 
01/01/2005 to 06/31/2008. The last period, P3, covers the part which 
shows low correlation between the spot and futures returns. Figure 5.3 
presents the results of the scatter plot, which indicates highly positive 
correlation between the spot and futures returns in subperiods P I and 
P2 and provides clear evidence about the low correlation in the last 
subperiod P3. Those findings support the sudden change characterized 
in the dynamics of condit ional correlation between the aluminum spot 
and futures markets. 
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Figure 5.2: Dynamic Conditional Correlation of Spot and Futures Return for Alu-
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5.3 Dynamic Hedging Performance 
In this part , we investigate whether the asymmetric effects of basis 
on the return variances and the correlation between the spot and fu-
tures returns have potent ial impact on the dynamic hedging strategies 
of copper and aluminum in Chinese metal market. For comparison pur-
poses, we display the hedge effectiveness of strategies generated f rom 
the above three different models. Both the min imum variance hedge 
ratios and zero-VaR hedge ratios derived f rom the different models are 
compared. Before calculating the zero-VaR hedge ratios, we determine 
a list of possible values of risk-averse levels (a = 60% 〜99%) and set 
the t ime period equal to one ( r = 1). To make sure that zero-VaR 
hedge ratios are real numbers other than the complex numbers, we 
have to check whether Z ^ a j t — E(Rf^ t )2 is greater than zero or not 
under the above risk aversion range, otherwise we have to adjust the 
confidence levels. The summary statistics in Table 5.1 demonstrate 
that the copper futures return does not follow a pure martingale pro-
cess at confidence level of 5%. Consequently, the zero-VaR hedge ratios 
are expected to be different f rom the M V hedge ratios for the copper 
market. Moreover, both copper and aluminum returns reject the nor-
mal i ty assumption at 1% level, so we have to modi fy the cr i t ical values 
according to Equat ion (4.31). 
The zero-VaR hedge rat io w i l l converge to the M V hedge rat io as the 
risk aversion level increases as shown in Equations (4.26) and (4.30). 
To further examine this relationship, we compare the mean of the 
t ime-varying M V hedge ratios and zero-VaR hedge ratios for differ-
ent risk-averse levels. The within-sample comparison on hedge ratios 
for copper and aluminum are reported in Table 5.7. We can see that 
zero-VaR hedge ratio in the within-sample analysis increases as the 
risk-averse level goes up and approaches the M V hedge ratio as the 
risk-averse parameter is close to 100% for all of the three models, re-
gardless of the sign of the expected futures return. That is, the hedgers 
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Table 5.7: zero-VaR hedge ratio and MV hedge ratio 
Copper A luminum 
Symmetric Asymmetric Symmetric Asymmetric 
q B G A R C H D G A R C H B G A R C H B G A R C H B G A R C H B G A R C H 
Panel A. zero-VaR hedge 
60% 0.8594 0.8658 0.8659 0.4408 0.4188 0.4175 
65% 0.8765 0.8822 0.8823 0.4555 0.4349 0.4336 
70% 0.8860 0.8913 0.8914 0.4654 0.4456 0.4443 
75% 0.8922 0.8973 0.8973 0.4725 0.4534 0.4520 
80% 0.8966 0.9016 0.9016 0.4779 0.4594 0.4579 
85% 0.9001 0.9050 0.9049 0.4823 0.4641 0.4627 
90% 0.9031 0.9078 0.9078 0.4861 0.4683 0.4668 
95% 0.9059 0.9105 0.9105 0.4896 0.4722 0.4707 
99% 0.9088 0.9133 0.9133 0.4932 0.4761 0.4746 
Panel B. M V hedge 
0.9158 0.9201 0.9201 0.4998 0.4833 0.4817 
Note: a represents risk-aversion parameter of the zero-VaR hedge ratio. 
wi th higher risk-averse levels wi l l be more concerned about risk, which 
means that more weight of risk wi l l be reflected on the objective func-
t ion. Therefore, the zero-VaR hedge ratios natural ly converge to the 
M V hedge ratios. 
We evaluate the within-sample hedging performances of these hedge 
ratios derived from the three different models by the portfol io return 
and portfol io variance as noted in Equations (4.32) and (4.33). In ad-
dit ion, the coefficient of variat ion is also provided as the performance 
measurement. The coefficient of variat ion allows us to determine how 
much risk we are assuming in comparison to the amount of return ex-
pected from the hedged portfolio. In simple language, the lower the 
rat io of standard deviation to mean return, the better the risk-return 
tradeoff. 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































and aluminum hedging effectiveness, respectively. The two tables show 
that the hedged portfol io returns and variances display a tendency of 
decreasing as the zero-VaR hedge rat io increases, whereas the down-
side risk (VaR) and the coefficient of variat ion of the hedged port fol io 
exhibit a reverse movement. Hence, there is a need to balance between 
the portfol io returns and variances. The zero-VaR hedge rat io provides 
a better risk return trade-off than the M V hedge rat io as the coefficient 
of variat ion (CV) shows. For the copper market, the downside risk 
(VaR) of the daily hedge rat io series generated f rom the asymmetric 
BGARCH-DCC model appears to be less than that f rom the symmet-
ric B G A R C H - D C C model and the B G A R C H - D C C model. Moreover, 
if the risk return trade-off is taken into consideration, the asymmetric 
BGARCH-DCC model st i l l outperforms the other two models under 
either the M V hedge rat io or the zero-VaR hedge ratio. 
To further identi fy the comparative advantage of the models, we 
tu rn to the results of the M V hedging performance in panel B of Tables 
5.8 and 5.9. As indicated by the portfol io variance and the coefficient 
of variation, the asymmetric B G A R C H - D C C model st i l l provides the 
best performances. The symmetric B G A R C H - D C C model is always 
ranked right behind the asymmetric B G A R C H - D C C model. Tha t is to 
say, the asymmetric effect of basis has a cri t ical impact on the hedging 
performances. However, for aluminum, the symmetric B G A R C H - D C C 
model performs the best among the three models, in terms of the value 
of VaR and the coefficient of variat ion for zero-VaR hedge ratio. W i t h 
regard to the results of the M V hedge ratio", the B G A R C H - D C C model 
has the best performance in terms of the smallest portfol io variances, 
whereas the symmetric B G A R C H - D C C model outperforms the other 
two models if the coefficient of variat ion is used to measure the risk 
return trade-off. 
In order to further investigate the hedging performance of the dif-
ferent models on aluminum, we exclude the last data period, P3, which 
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shows a sudden change in the t ime-varying correlat ion of the spot and 
futures market. We use the remaining data set to re-estimate the 
parameters, find out the t ime-varying correlat ion of the spot and fu-
tures market and then calculate the zero-VaR and M V hedge ratios, 
respectively. Table 5.10 i l lustrates that the asymmetric B G A R C H -
D C C model outperforms the other two models under the VaR value 
of zero-VaR hedge ratios across all different risk aversion levels and 
under the hedged port fo l io variance measurement of the M V hedge ra-
tios. However, if the risk re turn trade-off is taken into consideration, 
the symmetr ic B G A R C H - D C C model turns out to be the one that can 
provide the best coefficient of var iat ion result for bo th zero-VaR and 
M V hedging strategies. The empirical result reveals that the sudden 
change of the dynamic condit ional correlation of the a luminum spot 
and futures markets has a cr i t ical effect on the evaluation of different 
hedging strategies. 
Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 i l lustrate the dynamic zero-VaR hedge 
rat io (at the risk aversion level a 二 95%) and the t ime-varying M V 
hedge rat io of the asymmetric B G A R C H - D C C model for copper and 
a luminum market, respectively. The t ime-varying hedge ratios for cop-
per are consistently around 0.9 displayed in Figure 5.4. From Figure 
5.5，we can see that the sudden change in the t ime-varying hedge ratio 
corresponds to the sudden change of the dynamic condit ional corre-
lat ion of spot and futures markets shown in Figure 5.2. The smaller 
condit ional correlation of the spot and futures markets leads to the 
smaller hedge rat io required to hedge between the two markets. In 
addit ion, we also provide the t ime-varying hedge ratios of a luminum 
excluding the data of the last period in Figure 5.6. Obviously, the 
t ime-varying hedge ratios for those data appear consistently around 
0.8 w i thou t a sudden change. 
Af ter the within-sample analysis, to further evaluate the different 
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Figure 5.4: Time Varying zero-VaR and MV Hedge Ratios of Asym BGARCH-DCC 
for Copper 
of-sample comparisons. First, we split the sample into two periods. 
For copper, period 1 covers from the first day of the sample to the 
day where there are three months left. Period 2 covers those last three 
months in the sample. For aluminum, period 1 covers from the first 
day of the sample to the day when the sudden change of the condit ional 
correlation happens. Period 2 covers the remaining data sample. After 
d iv id ing the ful l sample into two periods, we then use the observations 
in period 1 to estimate the parameters for each model. Once we ob-
ta in the estimated parameters, we use them to predict the variances 
and correlation in the first day of period 2. Then, we calculate the 
opt imal hedge ratios and portfol io returns in the first day of period 2. 
Next, we apply a "varying window" roll ing method by adding the first 
observation from period 2 to period 1. We re-estimate the coefficients 
and calculate the opt imal hedge rat io and portfol io return at day 2 in 
period 2. The above procedure is repeated unt i l the last day of period 
2. 
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Figure 5.5: Time Varying zero-VaR and MV Hedge Ratios of Asym BGARCH-DCC 
for Aluminum 
Because the returns of the hedged portfol io is negative in our out-
of-sample analysis for the data set of copper that we used, the coeffi-
cient of variat ion becomes invalid to measure the risk return trade-off. 
Therefore, we ignore the analysis of the coefficient of variat ion in this 
case. For copper, the asymmetric B G A R C H - D C C model presents the 
best out-of-sample hedging performance in terms of the VaR value for 
the zero-VaR hedge and the variance of the hedged portfol io for the 
M V hedge. The empirical results appear in Table 5.11. Table 5.12 
reports the out-of-sample hedging effectiveness results for aluminum. 
Similar f rom the results for copper, the asymmetric B G A R C H - D C C 
model ranks at the top based on the VaR value for the zero-VaR hedge 
and the variance of the hedged portfol io for the M V hedge. As a con-
sequence, we conclude that overall the asymmetric B G A R C H - D C C 
model tends to provide the best performance among the three compet-
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Figure 5.6: Time Varying zero-VaR and MV Hedge Ratios of Asym BGARCH-DCC 
for Aluminum without P3 
• End of chapter. 
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Figure 5.7: Time Varying zero-VaR Hedge Ratios (a 二 95%) for Copper 
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Figure 5.12: Time Varying MV Hedge Ratios for Aluminum without P3 
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Figure 5.9: Time Varying zero-VaR Hedge Ratios (a = 95%) for Aluminum 
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Figure 5.12: Time Varying MV Hedge Ratios for Aluminum without P3 
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The last chapter draws up w i t h concluding remarks for 
the thesis. 
The thesis attempts to shed light on the t ime-varying opt imal hedg-
ing strategies for copper and aluminum futures contracts traded in 
China. The bivariate G A R C H specification together w i t h the DCC 
framework is applied to model the jo int dynamics of condit ional vari-
ances and correlation of the spot and futures market simultaneously. 
Under this framework, we apply the idea which considers the asym-
metric effect of basis on hedging activities from Lien and Yang's work 
to Engle's DCC model. Grounded in this notion, we have proposed 
two modifications on the B G A R C H - D C C framework to investigate the 
potential symmetric and asymmetric effects of basis on the spot and 
futures market by adding a specific basis matr ix , i.e., the symmetric 
B G A R C H - D C C model and the asymmetric B G A R C H - D C C model. In 
the thesis, two modified models which incorporate the basis matr ix as 
exogenous variables that drive the t ime-varying condit ional covariance 
are implemented to exploit the co-movements of the spot and futures 
market. These two extensions on the BGARCH-DCC model employ 
the condit ional correlation model w i th the basis as exogenous vari-
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ables to establish the linkage between the impact of basis and the 
t ime-varying correlation of the spot and futures returns. 
Using the daily data on Chinese copper and a luminum spot and 
futures markets, we estimate the different model specifications men-
tioned above. The empirical results suggest that the basis indeed has 
asymmetric effects on bo th the t ime-varying condit ional vo lat i l i ty and 
correlation of the spot and futures market for copper and aluminum. 
Specifically, f rom the coefficient estimation results for the asymmetric 
B G A R C H - D C C model, the spot and futures markets behave differently 
when the basis is positive as compared to when the basis is negative. 
The asymmetric effect of basis on market behavior is clearly observed, 
and then, we further investigate the impact of basis on futures hedging 
strategy. 
Based on the estimation results, we generate the opt imal hedging 
strategies f rom these three different statistical models. For a hedger 
who is concerned w i th the downside risk rather than the two-sided 
risk, the zero-VaR hedge derived from the VaR concept is more appro-
priate than the M V hedge. The zero-VaR hedge rat io is f i t ted w i t h 
risk-aversion differentials and allows the hedgers to select an adequate 
confidence level to reflect their levels of risk aversion, and thus in-
fluences their hedge ratios. I t is reasonable to accept the idea that 
different hedgers may choose different hedge ratios due to their various 
risk aversion att i tudes, or that even for the same hedger, he or she has 
the flexibility to adjust the risk aversion att i tudes as the investment 
environment changes. 
In the thesis, we have also extended the zero-VaR hedge ratio, re-
cently derived from the assumption of constant correlation model, to 
the framework of the dynamic condit ional correlation model. Whi le the 
constant correlation assumption provides the convenience for estima-
tion, substantial studies find that this assumption is not supported by 
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some financial data. Thus, there is a need of extending the zero-VaR 
hedge rat io to capture the t ime-varying characteristics of the corre-
lat ion. We have proposed to implement the zero-VaR hedge in the 
Chinese metal market, part icular ly for the copper and aluminum fu-
tures contracts. 
In many research studies, the importance of basis effect on futures 
hedging strategy has been demonstrated by the t ime-varying M V hedge 
ratio. Our research il lustrates the robustness of the asymmetric effect 
of basis on the t ime-varying opt imal hedge ratios on the VaR concept 
in Chinese futures market. For comparison purpose, we carry out the 
zero-VaR hedging analysis as well as the M V hedge in the three models 
proposed in our thesis. We report the empirical results and conclude 
that , among the three different models, the opt imal hedging strategy 
based upon the asymmetric B G A R C H - D C C model tends to produce 
the best hedging performances under either the zero-VaR hedge or 
the M V hedge criterion in most cases. The within-sample and out-
of-sample analysis strongly demonstrates that the asymmetric effect of 
basis must be regarded as an important factor in the hedging activities 
in Chinese metal market. 
Moreover, we also compare the zero-VaR hedge rat io w i th the M V 
hedge ratio in terms of the hedge effectiveness, and conclude that the 
zero-VaR hedge ratio has several advantages over the M V hedge ratio 
from the empirical results. First, the zero-VaR hedge ratio converges 
to the conventional M V hedge ratio as confidence level approaches 
100%, i.e., absolutely risk-averse. The zero-VaR hedge ratio is al-
ways less than the M V hedge ratio when the mean of futures return is 
shown to be positive. In this sense, by applying the zero-VaR hedging 
strategy for copper and aluminum in Chinese futures market, fewer 
futures contracts wi l l be bought to hedge risk. Consequently, in such 
a case, hedgers wi l l save their investment cash not only in futures con-
tracts, but also in transaction costs. Second, if the risk return trade-off 
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is taken into consideration to evaluate the hedging effectiveness, the 
zero-VaR hedge w i t h different risk aversion att i tudes has comparative 
advantages over the M V hedge. The coefficient of var iat ion f rom the 
zero-VaR hedge is always less than that f rom the M V hedge for each 
of the three different models, i.e., the B G A R C H - D C C model, the sym-
metric B G A R C H - D C C model, and the asymmetric B G A R C H - D C C 
model. 




The derivat ion of zero-VaR hedge rat io expressed in Equat ion (4.30) 
is as follows: 
VaR(i?p,t) 二 Zaap广 E、Rp,t) 
= — 2htasU + h
2
ta% — (E〔Rs’t) — htE(Ru)) 
= Z a + l t — 2ht<jsLt + h
2
ta).t — E〔Rs,t) + htE(Ru) 
— - 4¾)+(4：)+(¾—(4) 
-E(Rs,t) + htE(Ru) 
二 Z a a u J ( h t — P t ^ ) 2 + 4^(1 — Pt) — E(Rs,t) + htE(Ru) 
( A . l ) 
Let h f v = 灼 思 and 沴2 二象（1 — p【）’ respectively. I f the spot and 
futures prices are posit ively correlated, i.e., 0 < p力 < 1, bo th of h f 1 
and 02 are positive. Then, the objective funct ion can be rearranged as 
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follows: 
VaR(i?P5/,) - Zaau^J{ht — h} /Ivy + 0 2 — E{R,^t) + htE(Ru) 
I / u _uMV\2 




IV + 0tan0 (A.3) 
where tan0 denote (ht — hf IV)/(/), meaning that if ht is greater than the 
M V hedge rat io, then tan0 is posit ive and if ht is smaller than the M V 
hedge rat io, then tan0 is negative. In this case, the domain of tan0 
can be defined as — n/2 < 6 < t t /2} . Consequently, the objective 
funct ion can be transformed as follows: 
VaR,(i?0) - c/)ZQafjsec6 — E(R.sJ) + (hf IV + 0tan0)£；(/?/• 0 (A.4) 
Af ter the algebraic manipulat ions, i t is possible to solve the trans-
formed objective funct ion, Equat ion (A.4). Fi rst , we take the first 
order condit ion w i t h respect to 9: 




Then, we can have that 
t — = — y 專 , ‘ , ） = (A .6) 
^ Z l a ) , - E{RLfy 
Finally, we put this equation back into Equat ion (A.3) and return hf IV 
and (j) to the original variables. Af ter some algebraic manipulat ions, 
we can express the zero-VaR, hedge rat io expl ic i t ly as follows: 
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To make sure tha t h\ aR is the minimizer of the objective funct ion, 
we take the first and second order condi t ion of Equat ion (A.4) to ob-
ta in: 
抓 8 ^ 彻 ) = ( j ) Z a a f ^ n O s e c d -h (f)E(Rf^)sec26 . 
Ou • ’ ‘ 丨 




2e 十 2cos9sme^Zaaf^m9 + ^ ( i ? ^ - ) ) : 
W 2 ~ = ( C O S 2 0 ) 2 I 
(l)Za(jf)tcos
20 + 2sin2eZa(jxif，t 十 WmOc^Rj^t) ’ 
cos30 
=(pZ^j't + sm29Za^au + 2sm9^E{Ru) 丨 
cos30 1 
二 ^ r s m ^ + 2sin6> ‘ + 1 ： 
cos 印 V Za(7f’t J 
= L 2 , + + ！ _ f^MV]：； 
COS^ L Zadf，t \ Zaaf^t J \ Zaafit J 
= 鲜 网 2 + ^ 4 ^ 1 
[V J Z zaG
z
f t -
> 0 (A.9) 
The second order derivative of VaR(/?6») with respect to 9 can be proved 
to be positive in the fol lowing way. Because the domain of 9 is defined 
as {6*| — tt/2 < 9 < 7r/2}, the value of cos30 is greater than zero. We 
also know that t — E(Rf,t)2 is assumed to be greater than zero by 
adjust ing the confidence level. Hence, the second-order derivative of 
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Equation (A.4) is positive and VaR(i?0) is str ic t ly convex in <9, ensuring 
that V a R ( / ^ ) is minimized at the value of hf aR. 
• End of chapter. 
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